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Outline:

In this lecture, we will learn:

I if statement and switch statement,

I how use nested statements (if and switch statements inside
each other),

I relational operators (==, >=, <=, =, ...),



Sequential Execution:

Generally, programs run in sequential order (most common control
construct). That means each line of code is executed after the
previous line has been executed.

Can we tell the interpreter to skip the next line if a condition has
not been satisfied?

This is called selection or branching (selection construct).



Guessing Game:

Perhaps the most common statement to make selection (branch-
ing) is using if statements.

The following is an example of a simple game:



If Statement in MATLAB:

In order to use if statement without errors, we need to follow some
rules:



If-Else Statement:



Remember: End Keyword for Functions:

Remember that use of end is not obligatory for functions:



if-elseif-else:



The Return Statement:



Switch Statement:



Switch Statement with Strings:



Using a Set in Case:



If vs. Switch:

If and Switch statements are two powerful control construct. In
many cases, they can be used both, the choice is upto the pro-
grammer.

Yet, Switch statement is more suitable when the control variable is
discrete.

In contrast, if statement is preferred over switch when control
statement is consists of inequalities.



Relational Operators:

==: is equal to.

=: is not equal to.

>: greater than.

<: smaller than.

>=: greater or equal to.

<=: smaller or equal to.



Relational Operators in If Statements:



Relational Operator Output:



Relational Operator with Arrays:



Logical Operators:

&&: and

||: or

: not

xor: xor



Example:



Precedence of Operators in MATLAB:

Precedence Operator
0 Paranthesis (...)
1 exp (^)  and transpose (')
2 Unary +,- logical negation (~)
3 Multip. (*), division (/)
4 Addition (+), Subtraction (-)
5 Colon Operator (:)
6 Relational Op. (<, >, <=,…)
7 Elementwise logical and (&)
8 Elementwise logical or (|)
9 Logical Op (&&)

10 Logical Op (||)



Nested Statements:


